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 [Immediate Release] 

New Stylish Products Launched by Oregon Scientific at CAMEX 2017 in Salt Lake City 
(Lake Oswego, OR, February 27, 2017) – Leading consumer electronic products enterprise, Oregon Scientific, is 
exhibiting a wide range of new and internationally-acclaimed products at CAmpus Market Expo (CAMEX), which 
runs from March 5-7 2017 at the Salt Palace Convention Center (Booth #3252 in the Technology Pavilion).  
 
Targeting trendy tech-savvy customers, the new products include the state of the art Electric Skateboards and 
Bikes, ground-breaking and innovative SmartGlobe with 3D Augmented Reality, revolutionary Smart Luggage that 
won’t get lost, as well as hallmark Time, Weather, and Wellness devices. All of which are distinctively designed 
with modern aesthetics and guaranteed quality. 
 
Oregon Scientific is always on the cutting edge of technologies, enabling us to swiftly respond to market trends. 
Our latest products reaffirm such abilities, incorporating contemporary creative designs with state of the art 
manufacturing, making them highly valued by knowledgeable customers. The Time & Weather series offers a 
perfect combination of exquisite design and practicality. The Electronic Learning Products and E-mobility series 
embrace innovation with advanced aesthetics and capabilities. The Wellness series keeps healthy living and 
wellbeing in mind, bringing people harmony and a stress-free lifestyle. 
 

E-Mobility Division 

 

The NEW Huger E-Bike Model- X is built for the ultimate adrenaline rush with its sleek carbon-fiber frame and 
full throttle performance at your fingertips! This boosted electric bike extends your journey by allowing you to 
ride with greater ease, thanks to its powerful battery. Its lighting and turning indication system provide 
additional safety and protection. If that wasn’t enough, the real-time video recording feature allows you to 
share your exciting rides with friends. 

https://www.google.com/maps/embed?pb=!1m18!1m12!1m3!1d3021.764003430061!2d-111.89636168424283!3d40.76721504217208!2m3!1f0!2f0!3f0!3m2!1i1024!2i768!4f13.1!3m3!1m2!1s0x8752f50674b2cb45%3A0x8825a80f25bb4f38!2sSalt+Palace+Convention+Center!5e0!3m2!1sen!2sus!4v1447966484998
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The NEW Huger E-Skateboard provides an amazing riding experience with smooth braking, powerful electric 
motors, and simple wireless control. This technologically advanced skateboard also features an extended range 
battery pack, water-resistant electronics, and advanced connectivity in addition to everything you love about 
traditional skateboards like its loaded bamboo deck. It’s backed by a high torque drivetrain, and an industry 
leading consumer report. 
 
The Huger E-Skateboard’s leading battery technology is now available in two options. The standard battery, with 
99 watt-hours for 6-7 miles of range, is fully certified for passenger airliner travel when portability is at a 
premium. The extended battery, with 199Wh for 12-14 miles of range is perfect for longer commutes and epic 
rides. Batteries are also now user replaceable, allowing you to swap packs in minutes. 
 
 

 
 

The NEW line of Smart Luggage gives you the peace of mind by tracking your luggage's location if it gets lost. 
The proximity sensor will alert you when your Smart Luggage arrives at the carousel. Additional features include: 
built-in charger, convenient collapsible design, apps, laptop foldable desk, and quick access tray. 
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Smart Learning Products Division 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Discover an amazing world of learning with the SG268R SmartGlobe Adventure with Augmented Reality! Our 
new globe comes with incredibly realistic interactive Augmented Reality effects that enhance the 3D user 
experience when used with our exclusive app. With 19 Interactive activities, children can learn about animals 
and dinosaurs from around the world, facts about 250 countries and popular landmarks, the solar system, and 
more! With a Bluetooth® Low Energy wireless talking Smart Pen, this high tech educational toy wows users with 
fascinating knowledge and dozens of fun interactive games and challenges, and the ability to record notes. This 
Smart Globe provides bilingual activities (19 native + 6 foreign languages), 45 mins of recorded educational 
content, a local map at the base of the globe, and built-in 4MB memory. Online updating capabilities keeps 
content current. Designed for ages 5+. Powered by 2 x AAA batteries on Pen. 
 
 
Connected Home: Time and Weather Division 

 

 
The Weather Station Range consists of convenient and compact stand-alone personal units, multi-zone 
monitoring systems for more comfortable living, and state of the art professional weather stations. Oregon 
Scientific weather stations are like having your own personal weatherman, so you will always know what to 
expect when you step out the door. Our newly redesigned models come with modern, vivid color LCD screens.  
 

Personal Station, BAR208S Multi-Zone Station, RAR502S Pro Color Station, WMA86NS 
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Radio Controlled Alarm 
Clock with LCD Screen, 

RM511A 

Travel Smart Clock with 
Sleep sounds & Bluetooth 

music, CP100 

PROJI Projection Clock 
with Weather, 

RM338PA 

PRYSMA Atomic Projection 
Clock with Weather Forecast, 

BAR223PN 
 
 
The Time Range includes convenient Projection and Travel Clocks. The PRYSMA and PROJI Projection clocks 
come in a variety of stylish colors to compliment any décor. Their angle adjustable projection arms offer a 
unique way to read time by casting soft glowing red numbers on a wall, ceiling, or just about any surface.  
 
The Travel Smart Clock is the perfect compact and portable travel companion. With a built-in wireless Bluetooth 
speaker, it connects with your smart device, so you can enjoy your personal music anytime and anywhere. The LCD 
screen clearly displays the current time and alarm status, with the time automatically synced you’re your mobile 
device there is no need to manually set time. The alarm is set directly from the app where you can adjust set the 
volume and wake-up tune. The RM511A Radio Controlled Alarm Clock is a great value with all its features and 
portability. This handy alarm clock is easy to use and perfect for travelling. 
The time is radio-controlled which is precise to the second and adjusts automatically to time changes. You will never 
have to set the time again. The LCD screen displays the current time, date and indoor temperature.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Stay truly connected with the NEW CIR100 Smart Connected Clock with Internet Radio. With Wi-Fi and 
Bluetooth connectivity, you can access Internet radio stations and apps, including iHeart Radio, Spotify, 
and Tidal, as well as listen to music already downloaded in the library in your phone with crystal clear 
sound quality. Our dedicated mobile app supports instant text and voice message playback to keep you 
and your family connected while at home. The smart display shows the detail information including radio, 
music, weather forecast and text messages from our app. The CIR100 conveniently synchronizes the clock 
automatically.  Additionally, the CIR100 can be used for conference calls and even as a multiroom speaker 
system (if you have more than 1 unit). 

http://store.oregonscientific.com/us/rm511a-radio-controlled-alarm-clock-black.html
http://store.oregonscientific.com/us/rm511a-radio-controlled-alarm-clock-black.html
http://store.oregonscientific.com/us/prysma-b-projection-clock-with-weather-forecast-blue.html
http://store.oregonscientific.com/us/prysma-b-projection-clock-with-weather-forecast-blue.html
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Wellness Division 

 
 
- End – 
 
 
 
About Oregon Scientific and IDT International: 
Founded in 1989 in Portland, Oregon Scientific is backed by IDT, one of the world’s leading electronics 

manufacturers. Oregon Scientific is cool, innovative, techy, connected, smart, and fun! Our “SMART LIVING” 

approach uses technological innovations to help you live smarter, happier, healthier and more productively with 

our award-winning electronics and apps. Please visit our website: http://store.oregonscientific.com/us to learn 

more about our range of products, including: Smart Learning, Bluetooth & Wi-fi Digital Clocks and Weather 

Stations, Wellness, Fitness, and more! 

IDT International is a holding company whose shares are publicly listed on The Stock Exchange of 
Hong Kong Limited. Headquartered in Hong Kong, IDT International and member company, IDT 
Holdings (Singapore) Limited (listed on The Singapore Exchange Securities Trading Limited), are 
engaged in the design, development, manufacture, sales and marketing of innovative consumer 
electronic products featuring state-of-the-art liquid crystal display and microprocessor technology. Its 
core businesses include LCD Consumer Electronic Products, Telecommunications Products and 
Electronic Learning Products. Marketing is undertaken globally through its sales and marketing offices 
in the US, Italy, the UK, Spain, France, Germany, Australia, Brazil, China, Japan and Hong Kong. 
Research and development resources have been established in both Hong Kong and China while its 
manufacturing facilities are centered in Xixiang, Shenzhen, China. 
For more corporate and product information on the IDT Group and Oregon Scientific, please access 
our websites at http://www.idthk.com. 
 
 

For Press Inquiries: 

Henry Nguyen-Locke, Digital Marketing Manager 
Email: hnguyen-locke@oscientific.com or Phone: (657) 286-9626 
 
Jackie Rogers, Marketing Analyst 
Email: jrogers@oscientific.com or Phone: (714) 646-9483 

The Aroma Diffuser range uses safe and quiet ultrasonic 

technology to diffuse pleasant scents by adding the essential 

oils of your choice. Immerse your senses in luxury and leisure, 

and let your stress melt away. 

At a touch, AuraBreeze surrounds you with gentle aromatic 

mist to ease away the stress of the day, accompanied by the 

soft shifting hues of 6-color mood lighting and the soothing 

sounds of nature. This multi-sensory stimulation creates a 

relaxing and therapeutic ambiance, while AuraBreeze's sleek 

high-gloss shape and minimalist style makes it an elegant 

accent even when not in use. A digital time display is included 

on the top of the unit. 

http://store.oregonscientific.com/us
mailto:hnguyen-locke@oscientific.com
mailto:jrogers@oscientific.com

